1885—A Troubled Summer
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So when James Henderson was
awakened in the night by “a lot of
yelling and drum beating,” and witnessed a “big camp of Indians in
war paint,” he was sure that they
were “going west to support Riel,”
and he was afraid.
When a rumour circulated
about a plot to smuggle a Gatling
Gun across the border near Wakopa
in the hope of delivering it to Riel’s
forces, it was not only believed, but

weren’t so sure. Numerous reports
indicate that local native populations were felt to be either an imminent or a potential threat. Words
like: “restless,” “impudent,” and
“demanding” appear in many accounts.
All evidence indicates that
when the settlers first arrived, relations with Aboriginal people were
amicable. Countless entries in local
histories report as much. Was there
a different attitude in 1885, or were
settlers just reading into innocent
everyday events?
It didn’t help that both governments and the media had raised the
“threat level.” In Wakopa men were
sworn in as “Border Wardens” to
prevent Aboriginals from North Dakota from coming north to help in
the rebellion. Home Guard Companies were formed across the province. Some old timers have reported
that border-area homesteaders
were given Enfield rifles with bayonets on them.
It is worth noting that the substantial North West Mounted Police
presence in the region dates from

► A North West Mounted Police
Border Patrol.
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the establishment of a post
in Wakopa in 1884, well before the uprising. The reason
for the establishment of that
post, as reported in the
Brandon Sun on August 8 of
that year, was to combat
“horse and cattle” thieves.
It also didn’t help that
many settlers had recently
arrived from Ontario and
were well aware of sensational accounts of conflicts
south of the border. As
Coates suggests, the insurrection may have exposed a
long-standing fear of Aboriginal people.
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events.
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would take another look
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The “Rebellion” was
over quickly, and although
life in the new prairie settlements was able to return to normal, people felt
vulnerable for a time.
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What had been happening in and around
Fort Yates, at the very southern edge of North
Dakota, was that a religious practice known as the
Ghost Dance was gaining popularity and authorities feared it would unite the Aboriginal tribes and
incite them to insurrection. It was also feared that
Sitting Bull might leave his reservation with the
Ghost Dancers. These fears culminated in the attempted arrest and killing of Sitting Bull on Dec.
15, 1890 and the massacre of 150 men women
and children at Wounded Knee shortly after on
December 29.
These events were the result of fears that
informed people knew were unfounded even at
the time.
Mrs. Dunn, isolated with her small children
didn’t have the facts, but a bit of the fear seems
to have spread across the border.
This report from the Daily Nor’Wester shows
that by 1894, border security was becoming less
of a priority.

An “Undefended
Border” Again
Before we judge the settlers, many of whom were
indeed alone and unprotected, we should remember that during the First World War German and
Slavic immigrants were seen as potential spies
and saboteurs, and that during the Second World
War, Japanese immigrants were the target of Euro
-Settler’s fears. In each case, internment camps
were just one of the more overt reactions.
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